
Organize and Present Electronic Exhibits – In One Secure Place
The tremendous growth of remote depositions has forced attorneys to forgo the familiarity of paper and look for a new way 
to organize, manage, and present exhibits. Attorneys know they have to change, but they want to continue to control the pace 
of questioning, rather than be forced to take multiple steps to share an exhibit and wait for the witness (and others) to find the 
right page before continuing.    

AgileLaw®, an Esquire Deposition Solutions service offering, makes it easy for litigating attorneys and their legal staff to prepare, 
manage, share, and present digital exhibit files as well as maintain a central collection of exhibits for the life of the case.  

AgileLaw gives attorneys the power to keep control over the documents before and during the proceeding. Different file 
types can be uploaded and organized in a specific order. Presenting and stamping exhibits is easy, enabling the attorney to 
maintain their pace and their focus. The witness can be directed to a particular page in an exhibit for their review, annotation, 
or comment.  Opposing counsel can download the unmarked exhibits. All of this can be accomplished while keeping case 
documents in one secure, centralized location accessible from anywhere. 
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EASILY HANDLE EXHIBIT-INTENSIVE,  
LARGE AND COMPLEX CASES

• Construction Defect litigation where many parties 
need access to exhibits during the proceeding

• Complex financial, patent, and IT litigation where 
confidentiality is critical

• Multi-state and cross-border litigation where there 
are many documents that need coordination, and 
there are multiple locations

• Any litigation where you need to control your 
exhibits

WOULD YOU LIKE AN AGILELAW DEMO?
Contact your local rep or call  800.211.3376  
for more information 
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Attorneys:
• Coordinate and present exhibits across multiple proceedings 
• Manage large document collections for remote or in-person 

proceedings anywhere in the world
• Easily manage, reuse exhibits for multiple proceedings 
• Maintain pace of questioning (simplified sharing, stamping, 

distributing)
• Secure exhibits before, during, and after the proceeding

Legal Staff:
• Upload and prepare electronic documents (multiple formats) 

in one, secure place 
• Tag documents by issue to simplify the process of finding them
• Save time and money around organizing, shipping, and 

introducing exhibits
• Upload documents at any time, even during the proceeding

Enterprise Clients | Insurance Companies
• Your law firms can manage large volumes of exhibits efficiently
• Secure exhibits before, during, and after the proceeding
• Control litigation costs by eliminating the charges that come 

with paper exhibits

AGILELAW  
an Esquire 
Service
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“Overall, it was a great system and I look forward to using it again.  
I’m quite pleased. I really like the functionality.”  

 –  Tom Fulford, Prince Lobel

HOW IT WORKS: AgileLaw is an advanced exhibit management web-based solution that provides the attorney with 
an easy way to manage and present exhibits. Here’s how AgileLaw helps you before, during, and after the proceeding.

BEFORE the Proceeding
Drag-and-drop a single file or an entire directory of files 
of different file formats, including spreadsheets, prior to the 
proceeding. Organize documents in a specific presentation order 
based on the order of questioning. Create custom file names to 
identify documents more easily, and create a working copy with 
highlights, comments, and bookmarks that only the taking attorney 
can see. 

DURING the Proceeding
Share documents, stamp exhibits, and use a private working copy 
to quickly jump from one question to the next with the click of 
the mouse.  The witness, opposing counsel, and other participants 
see documents as they are introduced. AgileLaw enables the taking 
attorney to direct the witness to a specific page with a click, and 
all parties can see what the witness is viewing to ensure everyone 
is looking at the same page.  Opposing counsel can use AgileLaw 
for cross-examination, using that proceeding’s exhibits or their own 
documents. 

AFTER the Proceeding
All exhibits are in PDF format with stamps, and are 
immediately available for the taking attorney, and for 
the life of the case.  

Supported File Formats: Text, HTML, PDF,  TIFF, PNG, GIF, 
JPG, audio, video and Microsoft Office formats are accepted. 
AgileLaw converts all non-PDF printable documents to PDF 
during the upload process. Non-printable files (audio and 
video) are embedded as a downloadable attachment with a 
PDF placeholder.
Supported Devices: AgileLaw supports most modern web 
browsers (Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Edge, or Internet Explorer 
11+) and the app is available for iPads, Android Tablets 
(requires v4.2), Surface Tablets, or Kindle Fire tablets.

Security: Documents are encrypted at rest and in transit. The 
encryption algorithm is AES-256. External access to AgileLaw 
servers is controlled by multiple layers of firewalls and 
intrusion protection systems and is configured and monitored 
according to industry best practices. All data transferred 
between a user and its servers are encrypted, with security 
matching or exceeding that used by financial institutions. 
Drag-and-Drop Interface: Using intuitive mouse  
drag-and-drop technology, attorneys and their legal staff can 
upload files, re-order documents, assign labels, and link exhibits 
to specific proceedings.
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AgileLaw® is a product of AgileLaw LLC.  All rights reserved.
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